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Plan of talk

1. The India based Neutrino Observatory

2. Is a shallow Iron Calorimeter possible?

3. Simulation of cosmic muon induced false positives in ICAL



28 institutions (national labs, Universities, 
IITs) participating

Participants of the INO Collaboration 
meeting at Madurai Kamaraj University 
(22-23 March 2018)

+IISER (Mohali), American College ,
Tezpur Univ, CKU (Gulbarga)

INO



51 kton ICAL 
neutrino detector

1. India based Neutrino Observatory at Pottipuram (Theni)

Will be largest 

electromagnet in the 

world – 51,000 tons. 

30000 glass RPCs 

(world total) 3

Mass ordering of 

Location: Bodi West 
Hills, Theni Dist., TN 

120 km W of Madurai

Is m1, m2 < m3 (NH) 

or m3 < m1, m2 (IH) ?

file:///F:/INO/presentation/DAE-DST-Detector.pptx


Schematic of Iron Calorimeter at INO

B-field for 60 kA-turns, typical low C steel
Glass RPC for detecting charged particles

30,000 RPCs required,  3.8 M channels

Signal pickup 
X

3 modules × 17 kton
Each with 150 layers Fe+RPC
B-field > 1 Tesla (90%)

51 kt world’s largest electromagnet

Y



Can one overcome the background due to cosmic rays? 

➢ Muons : primary and secondary

➢ Primary -rays, p, n, will not survive at 100m depth (em 0.15m,  had  0.3m)

A cosmic muon veto (CMV) detector with   99.99% needed

If  SICAL at 100m depth is feasible then 

(a) can be sited almost anywhere, access tunnel much shorter, cavern construction faster

(b) Larger caverns so much bigger detectors possible 

(c) detector monitoring using cosmic muons

(d) information about B-field via Muon Spin Rotation

(e) Enhanced sensitivity to exotic searches such as KGF events, Magnetic Monopoles ….

2. Is a Shallow depth ICAL possible? 



Results from a 1m  1m  0.3m CMV detector (3 INO GTP students, Neha)

Veto efficiency = 99.978  0.003 %

N. Panchal et al JINST 12, T11002 (2017) 

Plan to build CMVD for mini-ICAL  5m5m2m  3 layers of 1cm thick extruded plastic 

scintillator of size 5cm (W)1cm (H)5m (L); 2 holes at centre 1.4 mm dia, 12.5 mm from 

side edge threaded with 1.4mm dia WLS fibre viewed by 2mm2mm SiPMs

PS to be given at no cost for CMV detector by Fermilab, rest by INO



3. Simulation of cosmic muon induced false positives in ICAL

➢ Cosmic muons flux using CORSIKA and SYBILL model at surface and propagated using 

GEANT 4 through 100m rock. Only energy loss considered in  order to save time.

➢ In next 3m muons allowed to undergo nuclear interactions (int 100) and all particles 

propagated using GEANT4. Checked with 3m, 5m and 10m (for vertical muons) and false  

positives the same within errors. 

➢ ICAL simulation code developed by INO Collaboration used to extract events mimicking 

atmospheric neutrino events of interest (false positives)

➢Compare with estimated atmospheric neutrino events  



Geometry used

Geometry of rock cover used in simulation, and X-Y distribution of selected muons for causing 
potential false positives in ICAL



Energy and angle distributions of neutral hadrons: n, KL
0

n- and KL
0 energy and angle spectra after traversing 100m rock



False positives due to muon-rock interactions

After cuts (no top 4 layers, 
not in 30cm from 4 sides, 5 
layers  2 false positives

6.51013 muons over 
2km2km at 0m (135 days)

9108 muons intersecting 
100m40m40m at −100m



40m 40m 



Muon interacts with 3m 
rock with 100



Neha et al, JINST 14, P02032 (2019)



➢ While simulation shows promise of sICAL, data from a 600 ton engineering prototype 

ICAL with 3 layer CMV detector and with 30m rock overburden planned to validate 

simulation results

Simulation used effectively 6.51015 muons over 2km  2km. After 100m rock searched 

secondaries in last 3m which satisfy conditions: track length  5 layers, 2/dof <10, 

within fiducial volume (leaving top 4 layers and 30cm from 4 sides). 

False positives in ICAL 0.015/day,  while Natm   4/day   Results show promise! 



In summary…..

➢ Shallow depth ICAL appears to be promising

➢ Needs to be validated – plan to set up 600 ton 

engineering ICAL module under 30m rock cover

➢ If successful will provide an alternative option for 

locating ICAL or similar detectors elsewhere 



Collaborators

Gobinda MajumderNeha



Thank you!


